
Auth0 - Dashboard SSO - Customer's Guide
If you have an Enterprise subscription, we can configure our systems so that Dashboard members (administrators) can use your own enterprise 
identity provider to log in.

General Information

What does this setup affect?

While this setup is mostly useful for tenant members (i.e. users who log in to the Auth0 Dashboard at  to view or https://manage.auth0.com
change tenant settings), it actually affects all related Auth0 assets on the web, like:

The main website ( )https://auth0.com
Dashboard ( )https://manage.auth0.com
Community ( )https://community.auth0.com
Docs ( )https://docs.auth0.com
Support Center ( )https://support.auth0.com

Note: In this document, we’ll refer to “users”, “members” or “administrators” indistinctly. Regardless, these are users of Auth0 assets, completely 
.separated from users of your own tenants

Can this be enabled only for a specific tenant?

No. The SSO integration affects the login step which happens before we know which tenant(s) the user is a member of. So, in a way, all tenants 
are affected.

It’s important to clarify these two different concepts:

Log in (authentication) step, where the user says who they are. The SSO integration setup discussed in this document simply adds a 
new, more convenient way for users to authenticate.
Tenant access. Only users that were invited to be members of a tenant can access the tenant settings. The SSO integration does not 
affect this. You can invite members to your tenant, and these members are free to use the new SSO authentication or any of the other 
authentication methods.

So what does this do exactly?

With an SSO integration with your identity provider, we are essentially adding an  login method to members.alternative

By default, users can authenticate to the dashboard using any of the available social identities (LinkedIn, Microsoft Account, GitHub or Google), 
or they create their own email/password identity:
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When somebody receives an invitation to be a member of a tenant, they can authenticate with any of the available methods to accept that 
invitation. The authentication type used when receiving the invitation is what is tied to the tenant. E.g. if “john.doe@acme.com” receives an invite 
to be a member of the “acme” tenant, he could accept the invite using his GitHub identity, his Google one, or create one identity with email
/password.

With an SSO integration in place, we are adding yet another method that users can use. This does not  or  the options that a user enforce limit
can use, just adds another.

How can a user use the new authentication type?

When we add an SSO integration, there won’t be a new button on the login screen.

There are two ways for users to use the new authentication type:

Home Realm Discovery: the login form takes you to the external identity provider based on the domain of the email address that the 
user types.
By using a special login URL: users can navigate to a special URL that instructs the dashboard to trigger an authentication using the 
specified identity provider. The URL takes the form of https://manage.auth0.com/login?

. This “connection name” parameter will be provided when setting up the integration.connection=the_assigned_connection_name

Home Realm Discovery

Once the SSO configuration is complete, and only after you request it, we can associate one or more domains owned by your company so that 
when a user types an email address with one of these domains the SSO integration will kick in. 

Say that you are the “Fabrikam” company, and you want to associate the “ ” and “ ” domains. When a user types a “fabrikam.com fabrikam.net fabrik
” or “ ” email address and clicks “Continue”, Auth0 will automatically take the user to Fabrikam’s identity provider.am.com fabrikam.net
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Clicking the  button will redirect the user’s browser to the configured enterprise identity provider, let the user authenticate, and return Continue
back to Auth0, with the new user identity.

Note that when Home Realm Discovery is enabled, users can’t log in with a previous email/password identity with an associated domain 
. If HRD is turned on and a member needs to log in with their old email/password (local) identity, they can use this from the default login screen

URL: . This URL will bypass HRD and force usage of an email/password identity.https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=auth0

Using a special URL

You might not want to turn on Home Realm Discovery right away, as you might not want to disrupt existing administrators that currently have an 
email/password identity with a domain you want to associate. 
While in this transition, you can use a special URL to force the use of this new SSO authentication method:

https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=the_assigned_connection_name

The connection name will be assigned to you during the setup process.

Will everyone in the enterprise directory be able to log in to the dashboard?

Everyone authenticated by your identity provider will be able to  to the dashboard but, as before, log in only those invited to be a member of a 
will be able to access specific tenants.specific tenant 

If a user logs in with the SSO identity and has not been invited to be a member of a tenant they will get the “new user experience”, where the 
dashboard offers the user to create a new trial tenant:

https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=auth0


Note: Any trial tenant created in this way is not associated with your enterprise subscription. It is treated just in the same way as if the user used 
a social identity to log in.

Warning: User profiling step

When logging in for the first time, a user might see some kind of profiling page or pages from the “  location before getting to the auth0.com/profile”
“Create a new tenant” screen in the  location. If that’s the case, simply answer the questions asked. E.g.:manage.auth0.com

#
http://manage.auth0.com


Can a tenant be restricted so that only admins with an SSO identity can join?

Not at this moment. When you send an invitation with an invite URL (via the dashboard’s “Invite an admin” feature), the person that receives the 
invitation URL is free to use any of the available log in methods (including social logins, email/password, or the enterprise SSO identity) to log in 
to the dashboard and accept the invite.
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The overall setup process

We will exchange configuration data through the support ticket. This data will depend on the identity provider and protocol chosen. We 
will assign you a connection name.
We will do an initial setup , so that no users will be affected at all. We will likely ask you to without turning on Home Realm Discovery
test the login, to make sure that we are getting the expected data from your IdP (particularly the email address).
Once we verified that everything works, you can start using the new authentication method by manually forcing it with the URL https://
manage.auth0.com/login?connection=the_assigned_connection_name
Existing members that know about this URL can start inviting themselves to the tenants they are members of with the new identity (see “

” below for more details).Migrating existing tenant members
You tell us when you want to enable Home Realm Discovery.
We enable Home Realm Discovery. At this point, if there are still members using the old email/password identities, they can use https://m

 to log in using that identity.anage.auth0.com/login?connection=auth0

Are IdP-initiated flows supported?

No, the Auth0 Dashboard does not support IdP-initiated logins. So members will need to start the login flow at the dashboard, https://manage.
auth0.com

If your identity provider lets you configure a URL to send the user to (instead of sending a SAML response), you can point to https://manage.
. This will cause the dashboard to initiate a login using the auth0.com/login?connection=<your_assigned_connection_name>

specified identity provider.  will be provided as part of the SSO setup.<your_assigned_connection_name>

See the specific instructions for Okta, Azure AD, and One Login to accomplish this.

G Suite (Google) does not support, at the time of this writing, a way to redirect to the application’s login initiation endpoint (even though it offers a 
“Start URL” in the application configuration). It will always attempt an IdP-initiated flow when clicking on the app, which will be rejected by the 
Auth0 dashboard.

Initial SSO Configuration Procedure

The SSO configuration is a manual process, handled by the Developer Support team. Through the support ticket you will need to provide:

The email domain or domains that you want to associate to SSO. These need to be domains that you own. E.g. “@acme.com”.
The type of and protocol you will be using. Choices are:identity provider 

SAML (including Okta, OneLogin, Azure AD, Ping Identity, AD FS)
OIDC (including Azure AD)

Many identity providers (like Azure AD) give you the option of using either SAML or OIDC. SAML is the preferred choice because it gives us 
greater flexibility if you ever need to switch to a different identity provider and want to transparently migrate users.

There are additional details that depend on the type of identity provider selected. Please read the details that correspond to your choice:

ADFS (SAML)

Create an  ADFS Relying Party Trust for the Auth0 Dashboard with the following information:

Entity ID: urn:auth0:auth0:<the-assigned-connection-name>
Callback endpoint: https://auth0.auth0.com/login/callback

The connection name for the Entity ID will be assigned over the support case.

For the outgoing claims, we need:

Name ID ( ): ideally use a “E-Mail-Addresses” or “User-Principal-http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/nameidentifier
Name” as the source claim
Email Address (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/emailaddress)
Name ( ) This one is optional but nice to have.http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/name

Enable the SAML 2.0 endpoint. Please provide us with the Login Endpoint (usually ) and the signing https://<your_server>/adfs/ls
certificate, or the SAML XML metadata.

OKTA (SAML)

Create a SAML app with the following parameters:

Entity ID: urn:auth0:auth0:<the-assigned-connection-name>
Callback endpoint (ACS URL): https://auth0.auth0.com/login/callback

https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=auth0
https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=auth0
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We will provide a connection name to replace the placeholders over the support case.

Make sure the email address is sent as the Name Identifier.

The dashboard does  support IdP-initiated flows. If you want users to be able to click on the Auth0 Dashboard “chiclet” you’ll need to:not

Hide the SAML app from users (because users won’t be able to click on this chiclet).
Create a separate “ ” ( ) pointing to Bookmark App https://help.okta.com/en/prod/Content/Topics/Apps/Apps_Bookmark_App.htm https://

. This is the “app” that users will be able to click.manage.auth0.com/login?connection=<the-assigned-connection-name>

Make sure you enable both the “real” SAML application and the Bookmark App to the same set of users that can use the application.

Azure AD (SAML)

Create a new Enterprise Application. Set up Single Sign On using SAML, with the following parameters:

Entity ID: urn:auth0:auth0:<the-assigned-connection-name>
Callback endpoint (ACS URL): https://auth0.auth0.com/login/callback
Sign On URL: https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=<the-assigned-connection-name>

We will provide a connection name to replace the placeholders.

https://help.okta.com/en/prod/Content/Topics/Apps/Apps_Bookmark_App.htm
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Provide us with either:

The  and the , orLogin URL Certificate (Base64)
The Federation Metadata XML

OneLogin (SAML)

Create a with the following parameters:SAML Test Connector (SP) 

Entity ID: urn:auth0:auth0:<the-assigned-connection-name>
Callback endpoint (ACS URL): https://auth0.auth0.com/login/callback
Login URL :: https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=<your_assigned_connection_name>



We will provide a connection name to replace the placeholders.

In addition to the setup above, you’ll need to provide:

The sign-in URL and signing certificate or
The SAML metadata

Google (SAML)

While we can create a Google SAML integration, you’ll need to decide if this is something that will add value to your users. The reason behind 
this is that the dashboard, by default, already provides the ability to log in with your Google identity by clicking on the “Login with Google” button.

Adding a SAML connection to Google would let users type their email address and be redirected to Google to authenticate using SMAL. 
However,  This can be confusing to users. Because of this, it’s these identities would be different than the ones using the Google button.
recommended that users keep using the Google button, or that you explain administrators the difference between the two identities.

If you still want to create a SAML integration to Google, see “Other SAML identity providers” below for the necessary data.

Other SAML identity providers

For SAML we will assign you a connection name that you’ll use to replace the placeholders in the following information. You’ll need to create a 
SAML app with:

Entity ID: urn:auth0:auth0:[CONNECTION_NAME]
Callback endpoint: https://auth0.auth0.com/login/callback
Metadata URL: https://auth0.auth0.com/samlp/metadata?connection=[CONNECTION_NAME]

You’ll need to ensure that the SAML assertion contains the following:

A Name Identifier, ideally with the email address/upn as the Name ID
An email address attribute (with its full  name)http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/emailaddress
A full name attribute ( )http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/name

We can do some mapping changes if you can’t provide the attribute names as detailed above.

In addition to the setup, you’ll need to provide:

The sign-in URL and signing certificate or
The SAML metadata

Azure AD (OIDC)

Create a new . For redirect URI (callback URL) use  (of type Web).App Registration https://auth0.auth0.com/login/callback

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/emailaddress
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/name


Enable the Implicit Grant for the ID Token, found in the “ ” section:Authentication

You will also need to explicitly add the “email” claim to the ID Token, under “ ”:Token Configuration

Since we’ll be using Implicit Mode, there’s no need for you to provide or generate a .client secret

You’ll need to provide us with:

The application (client) ID. This is located under “Overview”
The OIDC metadata endpoint. This is located under “Endpoints” in the “Overview” section. It looks like this: https://login.
microsoftonline.com/{your-azure-ad-tenant-id}/v2.0/.well-known/openid-configuration

Other OIDC providers



You’ll need to register an application (client) in the OIDC Provider, using  as the callback https://auth0.auth0.com/login/callback
URL. Provide us with:

The issuer URL or OIDC metadata endpoint (looks like this: https://{oidc-provider-domain}/[...]/.well-known/openid-
)configuration

The client (application) ID

We will try to use  combined with form post so that no client secret is needed by default. If the OIDC Provider does not support implicit mode
implicit mode with form post then you’ll need to provide a client secret as well.

Migrating existing tenant members

You probably already have existing tenants, with members (administrators) associated to them. These relationships are not automatically 
migrated, so tenant members will need to be re-invited and join under the new identity. Read on for details.

The new identities are different!

Users authenticating with the newly configured SSO login method will be treated as new identities, even if the email address matches an existing 
member using a different authentication method. This means that existing members that will now log in with the new SSO identity will have to be 
reinvited.

You can see this relationships in the section:Tenant Members 

In the above example, the “nico@auth0.com” identity  is listed as an administrator of the tenant. If the same user were that logs in with Google
to log in with a different authentication method (like GitHub, or a newly created SSO integration), the user would not be recognized as a 

.admistrator

In order for the new identity to be a tenant member, there would have to be a new invitation issued. Following the above example, we could re-
invite “nico@auth0.com” and this user, when receiving the invitation, can log in with the SSO integration to accept the invitation under the new 
identity.

How to re-invite existing members

Remember that for every invitation to new members of a tenant we have:

The existing administrator of a tenant that creates the invitation. This person will likely log in with an email/password identity.
The recipient of the invitation. This identity will use the newly created SSO integration to log in.

They can be the same actual person, but the Auth0 Dashboard will see them as different identities if they log in with different identity providers.

How to migrate before turning on Home Realm Discovery

Before turning on Home Realm Discovery, the only way to use the new authentication method is to use this special URL: https://manage.
auth0.com/login?connection=the_assigned_connection_name

Is the Implicit Grant insecure?

Not at all. We use it in combination with a Response Mode of Form Post, which means that ID Token (containing the user information) is 
sent to Auth0 via a POST through a secure channel (HTTPS), just like in the case with SAML.
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The general flow will be:

Have an existing administrator create a new invitation URL:

The recipient of the invitation should first log in with the new authentication method by using the URL:
https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=the_assigned_connection_name
Remember that if this is the first time the user is authenticating with the new method, they will see a “Create a new tenant” screen. Don’t 
create one:

In the same browser where the recipient of the invitation just authenticated with the new SSO identity paste the invitation URL received 
in the email.
After confirming the invitation, the new identity now is an administrator of the tenant.

How to migrate after turning on Home Realm Discovery

Once you turn on Home Realm Discovery, you make it easier for users to log in with their new SSO identity when accepting the invitation. The 
downside is that those that still need to log in with an email/password identity will need to know the special login URL to bypass HRD.

The overal process is:

Log in with an identity that is already an administrator of the tenant. If you need to log in with an email/password identity that has the 
email domain already associated to HRD, use this URL to force an authentication with email/password:
https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=auth0
Create an invitation for the new member
The recipient of the invitation s  if they were previously logged in with an old identity.hould log out of the dashboard
Now the recipient can click on the invite URL. Since they logged out before, they will need to log in again.
When typing the email address of an associated domain they will see that the password field disappears and clicking on the login button 
takes them to your identity provider:

When to enable Home Realm Discovery

Once we turn on Home Realm Discovery (i.e. we associate a domain, like “@fabrikam.com”, to an SSO authentication method), users that 
previously used an email/password identity with that domain won’t be able to log in anymore using email/password (because the password field 
disappears) using the default login method.

Because of this, you’ll only want to enable Home Realm Discovery only after at least some of the current administrators are aware of the change, 
and know that they will either will be receiving invitations to join the tenants under the new identity, or that they will need to re-invite themselves 
with the new identity.

How do you know which members will be affected by HRD?

https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=auth0


We will provide you with a list of tenants and their members where at least one member is using an email/password identity that won’t be able to 
log in anymore. The list will look like this:

Tenant User Strategy Affected

fabrikam@us nico@fabrikam.com email/pwd Yes

fabrikam@us nico@gmail.com google-oauth2

fabrikam@us mary@fabrikam.com github

fabrikam@us sue@acme.com email/pwd

fabrikam@us john@fabrikam.com email/pwd Yes

fabrikam-dev@us bob@fabrikam.com email/pwd Yes

fabrikam-dev@us nico@fabrikam.com email/pwd Yes

If we associate  to an SSO integration, ,  and  will still be able to log in http://fabrikam.com nico@gmail.com ,sue@acme.com mary@fabrikam.com
as always, because they use either a social provider or a different email domain.

nico@fabrikam.com,  and , on the other hand, listed above using an email/pwd identities won’t be able to ,john@fabrikam.com bob@fabrikam.com
log in anymore when we turn on home realm discovery. Someone (or themselves) will need to re-invite them.

Frequently Asked Questions

Can we set up SSO access to the Auth0 Dashboard?
If you have Enterprise Support or equivalent support plan with Auth0, we can set up SSO access to our Dashboard and related assets, 
such as Support Center, so that you can log in with your enterprise credentials. This is not a self-service operation, it needs to be 
performed by an Auth0 representative.
How is the experience once set up?
Once everything is configured and working correctly, an authorized user will type an email address for a registered domain (i.e. john@co

) in the Auth0's login screen and will be taken to your enterprise identity provider to complete the authentication. Depending ntoso.com
on the identity provider and whether there's a session already in place, you might not even have to enter credentials again.
Can this be enabled only for specific tenants?
No. The SSO integration affects the Dashboard login experience, which occurs before Auth0 can know what tenants the user is a 
member of.
Does this mean everyone in the enterprise directory will be able to access the dashboard?
No, the same authorization scheme you are using now is still in place: only those who are invited through the Dashboard admins settings 

 will be able to access the account. What we are adding is a different way to log in, but each admin will still need to be added to page
each account.
Users who were not invited and log in using their enterprise credentials will simply see the option to create a new trial account in Auth0.
What if a user leaves the company?
You will remove the user from the enterprise directory, so he or she will no longer be able to log in using the enterprise directory. You 
should also remove the member from the Auth0's tenant settings.
What identity providers are supported?
Most enterprise identity providers supported by Auth0 are supported: ADFS, Google Apps, Azure AD, and any SAMLP and OIDC 
provider. AD/LDAP connections are  , however.not supported
What happens with the previous username/password identities that were allowed to the dashboard?
If they used an email address with a different domain than the one configured for SSO, they still will be able to log in. Is your decision to 
delete them from the current list of members or not.
If they used an email address with the domain that is now configured for SSO, they won’t be able to log in anymore with that identity 
unless they use a specific URL. 
You will have to re-invite them (so that they can join with the new “enterprise” identity). Technically, the previous identities don’t lose 
access so, for security reasons, you might want to delete them after sending the new invitations. Or, then again, you might prefer to keep 
them as backup identities. 
Email/password identities can be detected by an “(auth0)” suffix in the list of dashboard members list.
Can I force that only the enterprise identity provider is used?
Once we enable the new connection with its associated domain(s), no new users will be able to sign up with username/password using 
the registered domains. You should remove previous member identities from the list of dashboard members.
You can tell apart member identities who log in with username/password credentials because they have an “(auth0)” suffix.
There’s no way, at the moment, to enforce that only a certain authentication type is used for all members of a tenant.
If I use a SAML identity provider, can we access the dashboard with an IdP-Initiated flow?
No. While Auth0 itself supports IdP-Initiated flows for SAML connections, the dashboard does additional checks that don’t allow IdP-
Initiated flows. Thus the user needs to start the login flow from the dashboard.
We do provide a specific URL ( ) that starts the login process directly using https://manage.auth0.com/login?connection=xxxx
your identity provider, thus bypassing the Auth0 login screen. You can point to that URL from your identity provider if it supports that.
I have Azure AD. Should I use SAML or OIDC? Both work for us, so it’s mainly up to you. SAML has additional configuration 
capabilities in Azure: you can select which users or groups have access (although the by-invitation authorization scheme of the 
dashboard still applies). 
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If you choose to use OIDC, make sure you add email as an additional claim for the ID Token, and that you enable implicit mode for the 
ID Token.
Is there an API that can help us migrate existing admins to the new authentication method, or send invitations in bulk
Unfortunately there’s no API for these capabilities at this moment.
Can we control access to a tenant or to all of our tenants based on group membership
Unfortunately, this feature is not available at this time.
Can we enforce MFA to all members of a tenant
Not at this time.
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